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Banco de Chile (BCH)
September 26, 2014
Zhe Wang

International Financials

Banco de Chile (NYSE: BCH) is a Chilean bank and financial services institution which was founded in
1893. BCH is the second largest bank in Chile in terms of total loans with 19.1% market share in 2013.
BCH’s core business is commercial banking within Chile and it mainly offers traditional banking
products and specialized financial services to individual clients and companies. BCH offers its services
through the four segments: Retail Banking (51% of net income), Wholesale Banking (42%), Treasury and
Money Markets (2%), and Other Subsidiaries (5%). BCH operates with over 14,700 employees and 430
retail branches in Chile. BCH is headquartered in Santiago, Chile.
Price ($): (9/19/14)

74.81

Beta:

Price Target ($):

60.69

Cost of Equity

52WK H-L ($):

93.98-68.73

M -Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:

5.37%

11.6

M -Term EPS Gr Rate Est:

6.29%

M arket Cap (bil):
Shrs out (mil)

158.9

Financial Leverage

0.91
12.32%

10.69

FY: Dec

2013A

2014E

2015E

2,260,035.00

2,381,398.88

2,490,943.23

% Growth

6.80%

5.37%

4.60%

Net Interest M argin

4.64%

4.49%

4.34%

38.15%

39.83%

40.63%

Revenue (M il)

Pretax M argin

Short Interest

1.10%

ROA:

2.30%

EPS (Cal)

5.40

5.74

6.11

Avg. Daily Vol:

44,472

ROE:

25.26%

P/E (Cal)

13.85

13.03

12.24

Tier-1 Capital Ratio

10.40%

BVPS ($)

23.96

27.95

29.74

3.12

2.68

2.52

Dividend ($):
Dividend Yield:

2.90
3.90%

Credit Provisions/Loans

0.36%

P/B

Recommendation
Banco de Chile currently has the largest market share of commercial loans, about 19.5% in Chile, as well
as the second largest market owner in terms of residential mortgage loans with a market share of 17.4%.
Additionally, in 2013 BCH was ranked as the largest bank in terms of net income (26.8%) within Chile.
BCH was added to the AIM International Fund in April 2013 at about $90 per share with a Price/Book
Value ratio of about 4.0x. Since then BCH has significantly underperformed the benchmark, yield a return
of about -18%. From FY2009 to FY2012, BCH had a double digit growth in EPS, but in 2013 it only
generated a 4.2% increase and it is estimated the growth rate of EPS would remain in the single digit
levels in the future. Additionally, since 2010 NIM has declined 20 bps, from 4.87% to 4.67%. Meanwhile,
BCH could not maintain its ROE during the past five year, which was decreased from about 25% to about
21%. These problems are mainly due to substantial increases in the bank’s loan losses, the weakening of
Chilean peso, imposed restrictions by the Superintendencia de Banco e Financieras de Chile (SBIF), and
the fierce competition in Chilean financial services area. For BCH’s stock price, a potential risk is that if
BCH does not pay sufficient dividends, the biggest shareholder of BCH (31.4%) may be required to sell
portion of its share to the secondary market, which will hurt the current market price. Due to these
reasons, it is recommended that BCH be sold from the AIM International Fund with a price target of
$60.69. This valuation represents a potential downside of 18.88%. BCH offers a 3.90% dividend yield.
Investment Thesis
 Increased loan losses. The total loan portfolio of BCH grew at 8.8% compound during the past five
years. Residential mortgage (22.7% of total loan) and customer loans (14.7%) contributed the
majority of the increase in total loans. The high growth rate of the loan portfolio forced BCH to raise
the levels of allowances for loan losses. From FY2011 to FY2012, allowance for loan losses
increased by 11.2% from about $792M to $881M, and in the last year 2013 this number was 13.3%.
As a result, the ratio of allowances for loan losses to total loan increased from 2.07% (2012) to
2.10% (2013). Accordingly, BCH may suffer a decrease in net revenue as the result of the growing
loan losses.
 Volatility of domestic interest rate and the weakening of Chilean peso against U.S. dollar. Net
interest income represents 71.8% of BCH’s total operating revenues in FY2013. A steady interest
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rate is important for BCH to maintain its profits; however, both the short-term and long-term
nominal interest rates were volatile in Chile over the past three years. During the period, the interest
rate fluctuation range of the short-term nominal interest was 70 bps, and the long-term was 53 bps.
The Chilean government’s currency policies significantly impact the exchange rate of Chilean peso,
which will bring an uncertainty of BCH’s stock price. From December 2012 to December 2013, the
value of Chilean peso relative to the U.S. dollar decreased by 9.1%. Unfortunately, Chilean peso has
been continuing to decrease since the beginning of 2014, from January 1st, 2014 to September 20th,
2014 it decreased 11.6%. Since being added to the AIM Fund, the currency has decreased by about
21%.
 Increased competition and consolidation in financial services industry. The main competitor of
BCH is Banco del Estado de Chile who is a large state-owned company. It targets on a big portion of
customers in Chile’s retail market who are in the low and middle-income classes. The retail banking
market is becoming a target market of many banks. Competitors endeavor to improve theirs service
quality, usually they pay a higher interest rate to depositors in order to attract more customers.
Moreover, BCH is facing other types of competitors, such as automobile financing, leasing, and
factoring companies. Because these companies offer borrowers a relatively low interest, the
increased competition might cause the net interest margins to shrink in the near future.
Valuation
To find the intrinsic value of BCH, Discounted Dividend (DDM) and Price to Book (P/B) models were
employed. To be conservative, the DDM projected two stages of annual dividend growth rate. Keeping
the cost of equity constant at 12.32%, the first stage was from 2013 to 2019 with the dividend growth rate
decreased from 12% to 5%. The second stage from 2020 forward maintained a constant dividend growth
of 3%, which yielded an intrinsic value of $59.20. Sensitivity analysis on both the cost of equity and
terminal growth rate resulted in a range between $55.57 and $64.41. For the P/B model, using the average
P/B of BCH’s sixteen peers in the past five years of 2.22x, against the estimated 2014 BVPS to yield an
intrinsic value of $62.17. Weighting the two models 50:50, a target price of $60.69 was generated. BCH
pays a 3.9% dividend yield.
Risks
 Competitive funding structure. BCH has a cost-effective funding structure in Chilean banking
industry and it is the leader of the market in current accounts and demand deposits. By the end of the
2013, BCH had a total balance of its non-interest bearing accounts and deposits took 23.1% of its
total funding structure; whereas the financial system as a whole was only 17.8%. Because of the
cheap funding cost, BCH could compete with other competitors by offering a low interest on loan.
 The leader of market, expand the market. BCH is one of the largest bank in Chile. During the
fiscal year 2013, it had many No.1 titles in the Chilean financial area. Its current accounts balances
held by individuals represented a market share of 30.2%, net income for the period was 26.8%, net
fees and commission income was 22.2%, and 19.5% on commercial loans. Additionally, BCH has
been focusing on cover all the customers and companies in retail banking business by expanding its
transactional services, building long-term customer relationships, and offering more cross-selling
opportunities. Currently, BCH’s Consumer Finance Division offers variety of services for low and
middle-income class customers.
Management
Arturo Tagle Quiroz has been the CEO of Banco de Chile since 2010. Before serving this position, he
served as the Manager of the Institutional and Investors Relations since 2009. Mr. Tagle was the Manager
of the Strategic Development Division since 2008, and from 2002 to 2007 he was the CFO of the bank.
Pablo Granifo Lavin has been the Chairman at the Banco de Chile since 2007. He previously served as
chief executive of the bank from 2001 to 2007, and he was the CEO of Banco de A Edwards from 2000 to
2001.
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Source: Bloomberg

Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insiders:

<5%

% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

63.10%

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder

Shares

% Out

Soc Adm Oblig Subord Saos

29,933,251,073

31.40

LQ Inversiones Financiera

25,336,603,650

26.58

Sociedad Matrix Banco De Chile

12,708,708,422

13.33

Ergas Jacob

5,651,266,417

5.93

Banco de Chile

3,160,108,618

3.31
Source: Bloomberg
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Team Health Holdings, Inc. (TMH)
September 26, 2014
Mengna Luo

Domestic Healthcare

Team Health Holdings, Inc. (NYSE: TMH) provides outsourced healthcare professional staffing and
administrative services to hospitals and other healthcare providers in the United States. The company
serves approximately 860 civilian and military hospitals, clinics and physician groups in 46 states. Team
Health Holdings, Inc. offers a wide range of services, including recruiting, scheduling physicians; billing,
fees collecting, claim management and services for anesthesiology. The company’s main revenue source
comes from its emergency department (ED). In FY 2013, ED contract revenue accounted for 74% of the
company’s total revenue. The company was founded in 1979, went public in 2009, and is headquartered
in Knoxville, Tennessee.

Recommendation
Team Health Holdings, Inc. is one of the largest providers of outsourced clinical staffing and
administrative services for Emergency Departments (EDs) in the United States. The company’s net
revenues from ED contracts increased by 58% from the beginning of 2009 through 2013, at a CAGR of
12.1%. TMH has robust acquisition pipeline. From year 2011 to 2014, the company has been, on average,
acquiring 7 physician-staffing businesses per year. In the third quarter 2014, TMH has announced four
acquisitions. The two emergency staffing companies, Trident Emergency Physicians and Teaneck
Emergency Physicians, will expand Team Health’s presence in South Carolina and New Jersey. And the
two anesthesia staffing companies, Heartland Anesthesia Services and Florida Gulf-to- Bay
Anesthesiology Associates, will expand its presence in Nebraska and Florida. Besides a broader presence,
these acquired companies will also increase TMH’s patient volume by 343K. With the implantation of the
Affordable Care Act, TMH Emergency room staffing business will have a better payor mix and higher
patient volume. Since being added to the AIM Equity Fund in April 2013, TMH’s stock price has
increased by 58.9%, however, with a target price of $64.48, TMH still has an upside potential of 8.1%.
Therefore, it is recommended that TMH to be hold in the AIM Equity Fund. TMH dose not pay a
dividend.
Investment Thesis
 Strong Acquisition Pipeline
M&A contributed 8.7% to total second quarter 2014 revenue growth, reflecting solid contribution
from 13 acquisitions completed in 2013 and early 2014; TMH reported second quarter 2014
adjusted EPS of $0.61, exceeding consensus of $0.53, reflecting strong earnings growth. With its
Florida Gulf-to-Bay Anesthesiology acquisition, the annual EPS could experience $0.07 further
increase. TMH also has enough backlog acquisition opportunities.
 The Implementation of Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
The Implementation of PPACA will improve TMH’s Emergency Departments (EDs) payor mix
and volume growth. Historically, TMH’s total ED volume is composed of 20% uninsured and
80% insured. Among the uninsured patients, some don’t have the ability to pay. However, under
the PPACA’s individual mandate; people either enrolls in insurance plan or pay a penalty; which
will cause a drastic decrease in the number of uninsured. And TMH will be able to capture larger
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revenues off of this trend. It is estimated that by 2016 the uninsured will be reduced by about $26
million, which represents a $90 million revenue opportunity for TMH.
High Customer Retention Rate
TMH’s contract retention rate is about 94%, which created a lot of recurring revenue for the
company. TMH’s average relationship with its top 50 customers is over 15 years.
Credit Rating Improvement
In September 2014, Moody's Investors Service has assigned a Ba2 rating to Team Health’s $950
million senior secured credit facilities. Moody’s outlook change from stable to positive reflects
the company’s stable cash flow, good liquidity position and successful integration of its
acquisitions. With the credit rating upgrade, TMH will have lower cost of debt and it’s better
positioned to finance its future acquisitions.

Valuation
In order to reach an intrinsic value for TMH, a seven-year discounted cash flow model was conducted.
Using a terminal growth rate of 3% and a WACC of 8.26% resulted in a valuation of $63.57. Sensitivity
analysis on both the terminal growth rate and WACC provided for a range between $47.91 and $84.15.
Additionally, a P/S multiple approach was analyzed. Using the peer group average P/S multiple of 1.58x,
a value of $68.11 was obtained. By weighing the DCF model 80%, P/S multiple 20%, a price target of $
64.48 was established. TMH does not pay a dividend.
Risks
 Possibility of Reclassification of Independent Contractor Physicians
As of December 31, 2013, TMH contracted with more than 3,200 physicians as independent
contractors. Since these physicians are considered to be contractors instead of employees, TMH
didn’t have to pay employment related taxes and it didn’t provide any insurance for these
contractors. However, in the event Federal or state taxing authorities determine that the
physicians deemed to be independent contractors by TMH are employees, the company will be
subjected to large amount of retroactive taxes and penalties.
 Highly Dependent upon Medicare, Medicaid Funding
TMH receives payments for healthcare services from third-party payors, including Medicare,
Medicaid, the U.S. government’s military healthcare system, other governmental programs, and
managed care organizations. The company has received 70% and 68% of its net revenues from
such third-party payors during 2012 and 2013, respectively. If there’s delay, uncertainty in the
reimbursement process, or reimbursement cuts, the company could be negatively impacted.
Management
In 2014, Michael Snow took over from Gregory Roth and became the President and CEO of Team Health
Holding. Also in 2014, Miles Snowden assumed the role of Chief Medical Officer. In the same year,
Oilver Rogers became the Executive VP and COO of the company. The only person in the management
team who has a tenure longer than a year is David Jones; Mr. Jones has been with the company since
1996 and he currently hold the position of Executive VP and CFO.
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Source: Bloomberg

Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:

1%

% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

99%
Source: Yahoo! Finance

Top 5 Institutional Holders
Holder

Shares

% Out

Wellington Management Company, LLP

5,949,974

8.42

Pennant Capital Management, LLC

4,769,920

6.75

Vanguard Group, Inc.

4,065,989

5.76

FMR, LLC

4,004,889

5.67

Lord Abbett & Co

3,443,593

4.87

Source: Yahoo! Finance
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Companhia de Saneamento Basico (SBS)
September 26, 2014
Connor Showalter

International Utilities

Companhia de Saneamento Basico Do Estado De Sao Paulo is a regulated utility company that provides
basic sanitation services (44.7%, by revenue in 2013) and supplies water (55.3%) in the state of San
Paulo on a wholesale basis to residential, commercial, industrial, and government customers. SBS is
headquartered in Sao Paulo, Brazil and is majority owned (51%) by the state of Sao Paulo. Companhia
de Saneamento operates by providing water supply, sewage services, urban cleaning services, and solid
waste management. The company supplies its’ customers through a network of reservoirs and sewer
connections. The company has 24.6 million water supply customers and 21.5 million sewage customers.
Residential, wholesale, commercial, industrial, and public sector customers account for 74%, 13%, 8%,
2%, and 3%, respectively, of the company's revenue. SBS has a self-defined, natural monopoly in the
region with low operating risk. They also provide services through special purpose companies in Panama
and Honduras. The company was founded in 1954 and has 14,799 employees.
Price ($) (09/19/14)
Price Target ($):
52WK Range ($):
Market Cap:
Float
Short Interest (%):
Avg. Daily Vol:
Dividend ($):
Yield (%):

8.54
8.01
8.16-11.50
5.9 B
339.98 M
0.1%
2.1 M
$
0.31
3.50%

Beta:
WACC
M-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:
M-Term EPS Gr Rate Est:
Debt/Equity
ROA:
ROE:

2.02
13.8%
4.0%
2.0%
68.0%
6.6%
14.4%

FY: December
2013A
2014E
Revenue (Mil)
5,264
4,529
% Growth
-4.76%
-13.97%
Net Income Margin
17.00%
11.40%
Operating Margin
27.72%
21.68%
EPS (Cal)
$1.31A
$0.76E
FCF/Share
1.87
-0.32
P/E (Cal)
$
6.52 $ 11.31

2015E
4,665
3.00%
13.69%
24.00%
$0.93E
-0.10
9.14

Recommendation
SBS has an appeal because they possess a wide economic moat, in that they provide necessary sanitation
services to the majority of consumers in San Paulo. Currently they are trading at near historical lows of
P/E, P/B, and P/CF. Initially this stock appears to be a buy; however, since this stock was added to the
AIM International Fund it has had poor relative performance. Compared to its peers (SZEVF and AWK),
SBS has historically traded at low P/E and P/B ratios, primarily due to inefficiencies in reporting accurate
earnings estimates. Management has proven to be ineffective at reporting earnings and providing
appropriate estimates to Wall Street analysts. More recently, SBS has continually understated the
problems it is having in its main water reservoirs due to the severe drought that is impacting much of
Brazil. Going forward the stock should be sold on the basis of low management confidence, degrading
water supply conditions, and decreasing profitability. The company for at least the next two years will
have difficulty improving margins and stock is likely to languish due to many economic and geographic
issues in the region. Coupled with the drought conditions and high cost of doing business due to water
supply constraints in the short and mid-term, SBS is a sell recommendation. The company does pay a
dividend with about a 3.5% annual yield.
Investment Thesis
 Supply Limitations. Due to the extensive drought in Sao Paulo and parts of Brazil, the company
has stated that its reservoirs have fallen to less than 15% of capacity. That has made SBS provide
incentives to customers to reduce water consumption, the company offered to cut consumers’
rates by 15% if they were to cut consumption by 20% of their average water usage. As a
company whose profits come from the sale and distribution of water this is undoubtedly a
precarious situation to be in. The Cantareira water supply system is on the brink of drying up and
the company and state has no way to counteract the conditions. The Cantareira reservoir is at
8.2% capacity (the lowest in history) and only has enough water to last until October when it will
run dry. The reservoir provides water to 20 million of the company’s 26 million customers. The
state may soon implement forced rationing.
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 Decreasing Profitability. Due to the higher costs associated with the drought and the incentives
put into place by the company to reduce water consumption, their profit margins have taken quite
a hit. SBS’s operating margin has fallen from 27% during 2010-2013 to 24% over the past year.
This trend will continue for at least the next year and a half as the company tries to recover from
the drought. As their program to reduce consumption of water continues that their margins will
become increasingly narrow. As of Q2 2014, FCF is down 43% over 2013, EBITDA is now
27%, and operating profit is down 38%. As SBS expands the discount program, which they just
doubled the number of customers participating; their profits will continue to be cut. Due to the
expansion of the discount program a 14% decrease in revenues is expected and a 7% overall
decrease in net income this year.
 Poor Management. The company has shown each quarter that it has difficulties accurately
projecting earnings and guiding Wall Street analysts. The company’s projections for earnings
and revenues are consistently off and the stock price never has had the chance to price in
expectations because the projections provided in earnings calls and the annual prospectus are not
accurate. However, over the last year projections have been skewed by the severe drought, even
before the drought the company showed no reliability in the information provided to analysts.
The new CEO may not have the experience needed to successfully run a large corporation.
Valuation
In order to reach an intrinsic value for SBS, a ten-year DCF model was used. Using a terminal growth rate
of 2.0% and a WACC of 13.2% resulted in a valuation of $8.01 with a return potential of -6.7%. A
sensitivity analysis was used on both growth rates and discount rates and a range of $7.21-$13.88.
EV/EBITDA and EV/Sales relative valuation methods were also used. By blending the EV/Sales multiple
of 2.71 (50%) and DCF (50%) approach yielded a blended price target of $8.75. With SBS’s changing
profitability to us EV/EBITDA in the final price target. SBS does not consistently pay a dividend but this
year’s dividend was equivalent to a 3.5% yield.
Risks
 Attractive Relative Valuation. At its current stock price, SBS is well below historic and industry
multiples. SBS is trading at 7.5x P/E and 1.0x P/B, compared to industry averages of 14.4x P/E
and 1.7 P/B. Even with the decreasing profitability and higher costs, SBS has been able to
continue to divest debt. Its debt/equity ratio is .7 compared to an industry average of .9.
Historically Companhia de Saneamento has been able to provide the same services at a lower cost
and with a higher return than its competitors.
 Strengthened Economy. In the long term, with a more market friendly President and a growing
class SBS will become a very attractive investment. It is projected that SBS will double both its
sewage and water customers by 2018 as Brazil’s middle class and lower class gain more earning
power. If Brazil elects a more market friendly President and they loosen economic regulation we
could see a much stronger Brazilian currency.
 State Backing. Even with the worsening short term economy and climate issues, SBS has the
backing of the state of Sao Paulo. As a regulated utility SBS has the ability to relieve short term
cash flow issues by appealing to the state. Sao Paulo has passed legislation in the past to help
boost short term profitability by reducing effective tax rates, and giving the company subsidies on
new equipment.
Management
Companhia de Saneamento Basico is led by Mrs. Dilma Seli Pena Pereira, 64, the CEO and member of
the Board of Directors has been with the company 2 years. Prior to her joining SBS she was the Assistant
Secretary for the Economics and Planning Committee for the State of Sao Paulo. Mr. Rui de Britto
Affonso, 57, the CFO and Investor Relations Officer has been with the firm for 11 years.
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Source: Bloomberg

Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

9.95%
-%

Source: Yahoo!, Bloomberg
Top 5 Shareholders
Fund/Institution
NFJ Investment Group LLC
Elliott Management Corp
Sarasin & Partners Inc.
Allianz NFJ Intl Value Fund
Brookfield Asset Management

Shares
14,318,586
14,286,428
7,740,804
6,857,000
5,624,718
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Diageo plc (DEO)
September 26, 2014
Mariano Sanz

International Consumer Staples

Diageo plc (NYSE: DEO) is a global leader in the beverage alcohol industry with an outstanding
collection of brands across spirits, beer and wine categories. These brands include Johnnie Walker,
Crown Royal, JεB, Buchanan’s, Windsor, Bushmills, Smirnoff, Ciroc, Ketel One, Captain Morgan,
Baileys, Don Julio, Tanqueray and Guinness. The company operates in 21 geographically based markets
around the world and has a presence in over 180 countries. DEO sales are segmented into five different
regions; North America, which accounts for 34% of the sales, Western Europe (21%), Africa, Eastern
Europe and Turkey (21%), Latin America and Caribbean (11%) and Asia Pacific (13%). Diageo plc was
founded in 1886 and is based in London, United Kingdom.
Price ($): (09/25/2014)
119.69
Price Target ($):
125.48
52WK H-L ($):
134.08-114.51
Market Cap:
75.72B
Float (mil):
605.97
Short Interest (%):
N/A
Avg. Daily Vol:
586,388
Dividend ($):
2.6
Yield (%):
2.20%

Beta:
WACC
L-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:
L-Term EPS Gr Rate Est:
Debt/Equity:
ROA:
ROE:

0.77
7.25
5.07%
5.85%
125.23
8.09%
28.88%

FY: August
Revenue (Mil)
% Growth
Gross Margin
Operating Margin
EPS (Cal)
FCF/Share
P/E (Cal)
EV/EBITDA

2014A
16,685
4.90%
39.28%
30.43%
5.82
6.48
19.56x
14.68x

2015E
17,502
5.04%
39.28%
30.72%
6.02
6.70
18.54x
14.50x

2016E
18,384
5.27%
39.28%
30.72%
6.36
6.89
17.14x
13.76x

Recommendation
During the past years, Diageo has become the world’s largest maker and distributor of spirits with a 35%
industry market share. The company has a wide variety of brands, including 8 of the world’s top 25
premium spirits that target a wide array of the different population segments in the countries that it
operates. In the last fiscal year ended in July 2014, earnings missed expectation due to a -2% organic
growth rate in volume sales, principally due to the economic weakness in its emerging market business.
Management is focused on expanding its business to emerging economies as the market in developed
countries has matured – and some of the investments in these regions have not performed as expected.
The Asia Pacific region was affected by the introduction of anti- extravagance measures in China, which
led organic volume sales -5 % this year. Overall, 2014 has been a difficult year for the company due to
cyclical factors that have affected the regions where it operates. In the long run, as the global economy
improves, the company’s distribution network and its diversified portfolio of products offer a competitive
advantage over competitors to grow organically in emerging markets. Furthermore, management is
focused on continuing to penetrate in the reserve markets (luxury spirits) and premium core spirits
principally in North America and other developed countries. During the last three years, sales of reserve
products (13% of revenue) have doubled principally in North America and Canada. In addition, DEO has
become a leader in the premium spirit segment with a global volume share of 27%, the highest among all
competitors. For these reasons it is recommended that DEO be held in the AIM International Portfolio
with a target price of $126.77, which offers a potential upside of 5.91%. The company pays a dividend of
$2.60 (2.20% dividend yield).

Investment Thesis
 Emerging Markets Growth. On average, per capita consumption in developed
economies is 2.4 equivalent units of alcohol per year, versus 1.1 in emerging markets.
39% of Diageo’s business is in Latin America, Asia, Africa, Eastern Europe and Turkey.
In this region the company has identified significant growth in the legal drinking age
population groups classified as emerging middle class and above. The company has
continued to invest heavily in this area. On July 2014, Diageo acquired an additional 37.8
million shares in USL, the largest spirits company in India, for £1,118 million, which
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increased its equity interest to 54.78% on the company. Further penetration in emerging
markets is expected to allow the company to increase revenue at a CAGR of 5% for the
next 5 years in these regions.




Operating Margin Improvement. In 2011 management established a three-year plan of
improving operating margin 200bps through restructuring the company’s operational efficiencies
by improving its supply chain operations across all of its markets. The plan was successfully
implemented in the fiscal year that ended in July 2014. Management announced further expansion
of its reorganization program that is expected to save $200 million by the end of 2017.
Strong Portfolio and Global Diversification. Diageo has established business operations around
the globe through acquisitions and investments in new plants. This has generated growth in
emerging markets, while continuing to increase market share in developed economies. In
addition, the diversification of its beverage portfolio allows the company to reach all the different
social classes among its markets.

Valuation
In order to reach an intrinsic value for DEO a ten year discounted cash flow model was conducted using a
terminal growth rate of 1.75% and a WACC of 7.25%. This resulted in a valuation of $131.20. Sensitivity
analysis of both the terminal growth rate and WACC provided for a range between $115.44 and $148.36.
Relative valuation methods using P/E and EV/EBITDA multiples were also conducted using a median
peer multiple P/E of 20.67x and EV/EBITDA of 13.41x. Weighting these three valuations 80%, 10%, and
10% respectively, a price target of $126.77 was established, which provides a potential upside of 5.91%.
The company pays a dividend with a yield of about 2.20%.

Risks




Fluctuations in Exchange Rates. In particular, any redenomination of the euro or its constituent
parts could materially adversely affect Diageo. The results of operations of Diageo are accounted
for in pounds sterling. Approximately 31% of Diageo’s net sales in the year that ended in June
2014 were in US dollars, approximately 12% were in euros and approximately 18% were in
sterling. Movements in exchange rates used to translate foreign currencies into pounds sterling
may have a significant impact on Diageo’s reported results of operations from year to year.
Government Regulations and Taxation. Spirits companies are subject to heavy regulation and
taxation. Governments may enact policies that place restrictions on Diageo’s business activities
or increase liquor taxes, resulting in a demand headwind. Recently, the Chinese government
crackdown on extravagant gifts has strongly affected the companies operation in China. As a
result, the company had to write down the value of its 40 % stake in Shuijingfang by £264m.

Management
Dr. Franz B. Humer was appointed Chairman of Diageo plc in July 2008, having been a Non-Executive
Director since April 2005. He is also Chairman of F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd in Switzerland, Chairman
of INSEAD's Board of Directors and a Non-Executive Director of CitiGroup. Ivan M. Menezes has been
the Chief Executive Officer at Diageo PLC since July 1, 2013. Mr. Menezes has broad expertise in the
industry. He served as the Chief Operating Officer since 2012, and as the Chief Executive Officer,
President, and Chief Operating Officer of Diageo North America Inc., a subsidiary of Diageo PLC since
January 1, 2004.
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Ownership
# of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
# of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

N.A
18.94%
Source: Thomson One

Top Five Shareholders
Top Five Shareholders
Harris Associates L.P.
Barrow, Hanley Mewhinney & Strauss, Inc
Wellington Management Company, LLP
Brown Brothers Harriman & Co
Wells Fargo & Company
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ASTEC Industries, Inc. (ASTE)
September 26, 2014
CJ Swift

Domestic Industrials

Astec Industries, Inc. (Nasdaq: ASTE) is involved in the design and manufacturing of equipment and
components used in the phases of road building as well as various other industrial activities ranging from
drilling and mining to wood pelletizing. The company utilizes twenty-one manufacturing facilities, which
operate in five business segments: Asphalt (26% of 2013 revenue), Aggregate and Mining (37%), Mobile
Asphalt Group (18%), Underground (8%), and Other Business Units (11%). The company offers its
products and services, including repair and replacement, domestically as well as internationally with an
emphasis on enhancing roadway and utility infrastructure. Astec recently changed the composition of the
company’s reportable segments effective Jan. 1, 2014 to reflect changes in company structure and
management. The reportable segments going forward include: Infrastructure Group, Aggregate and
Mining Group, Energy Group, and Corporate. The firm is headquartered in Chattanooga, TN, employs
about 3,900 workers and was founded in 1972.

Recommendation
ASTE’s diversified portfolio of businesses represesent a strength going forward as management begins to
adopt a long-term goal of increasing exposures to the Energy and Mining Groups while decreasing
exposure to its Infrastructure Group. As economic growth spurs, more industrial activity is considered
favorable for the expansion of the machine industry. In the U.S., industrial production grew 5.5% YoY in
2Q’14, including a 6.7% increase in manufacturing production and an 18.8% increase in mining
production. The increase in infrastructure and market fundamentals is prompting improvement in the
industrial sector as the U.S. industrial and infrastructure construction markets are expected to grow at a
CAGR of 5.61% and 5.97% respectively through 2017. The recovery of the construction industry in the
U.S. may provide significant growth opportunties to the company through growth of the top-line revenues
and margin expansion. From 2011 to 2013, domestic nonresidential construction spending increased
roughly 18%, with an expected increase of 9% in 2014., As ASTE prepares to focus more on the Energy
segment, U.S. oil and natural gas outlook remains positive over the medium to long-term. U.S. production
of oil and natural gas grew at a CAGRs of 8.5% and 4.2% since 2009 to 7.4mbd and 25tcf respectively.
An increase in demand for energy will lead to a potential increase in demand for construction and related
services. Looking forward, the potential increases in activities of ASTE’s end markets offer an
opportunity for more growth and value from this company. For these reasons, it is reccomended that
ASTE maintain its position in the AIM Equity Fund with a price target of $45.48 and a potential upside of
16%.
Investment Thesis



Increasing Energy Demand. Under the company’s new reportable segments, roughly
20% of ASTE’s revenue is derived from the Energy Group. ASTE’s CEO, Ben Brock,
wants to expand exposure to this segment by increasing opportunities related to oil
drilling, hydraulic fracturing, and gas-processing plants. The EIA estimates that U.S. oil
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production will reach 9.0mbd in 2025, up from 7.4mbd in 2013. Also, EIA projects that
natural gas production to grow by an annual rate of 5.35% in 2014 and 2.1% in 2015.
Overall, annual U.S. natural gas production rose by about 4tcf or 19% since 2009.
Management’s long-term goal is to benefit from production growths of natural gas and
oil by increasing demand for ASTE’s energy related products, which includes shipping
an oilrig and three pump trailers in Q3’14.
U.S. Highway Construction and Margin Expansion. In June of 2014, President Obama
signed the $40.3B legislation for FY2015 that would continue to fund the federal
highway programs. Because of ASTE’s high exposure of roughly 60% to its
infrastructure and road services, the approval of the bill will have a positive impact as the
$40.3B legislation is equivalent to FY2014 highway bill. Since FY2012, both gross
margins and operating margins have increased 9bps and 61bps respectively. Management
is optimistic for the second half of 2014 and FY2015 as they expect margins to increase
due to strong demand for industrial construction and equipment as well as a reduction in
R&D and other costs.

Valuation
In order to reach an intrinsic value for ASTE, a five year discounted cash flow model was conducted.
Using a terminal growth rate of 2.50% and a WACC of 11.50% resulted in a valuation of $44.53.
Senstitivy analysis on both the terminal growth rate and WACC provided a range between $34.13 and
$55.71. Additionally, an EV/EBITDA multiple was performed in this analysis. An industry average
EV/EBITDA multiple of comparable firms yielded a multiple of 14.32x and a ten year company average
of 9.87x. Both multiples were weighted 50% to reach an EV/EBITDA of 12.09x compared to the current
value of 11.1x. By weighting the DCF model 50% and the EV/EBITDA multiple 50%, a price target of
$45.48 was established, offering a potential upside of 16%. ASTE pays a $0.40 annual dividend.
Risks
 Volatile Raw Material Prices. Because of the inputs used in constructing products for end users,
ASTE may be negatively impacted by rising costs of maetrials. If costs cannot be passed onto
consumers, increased costs may reduce margins affecting the profitability of the company.
 Stringent Regulations. ASTE is heavily exposed to the energy industry which are targeted by
the EPA in terms of regulating carbon dioxide emissions. As ASTE increases exposure to the
energy industry, if stricter regulations are proposed, products produced by ASTE may be in
limited demand which could affect profitability.
 Cyclicality of Industry. The industrial sector in nature is highly cyclical. Economic decline,
including downturns in commercial and residential construction industries, could result in slower
revenue growth and reduced profitability.
Management
Don Brock, the Chairman of the Board and former CEO, acquired the position in 1975 and was recently
appointed Chairman of the company in 2014. Don has been working at the company since 1972 in
various roles. Previously, he worked at Terex, which is an industry comparable. Benjamin Brock, son of
Chairman Don Brock, is the current CEO and President since acquiring the position in January of 2014.
Benjamin previously served as the President of the company’s Asphalt Group since August 2012.
Benjamin has been with the company since 1993. Norman Smith has been the Vice Chairman of the
Board since 2014 and Group President of the company’s Mobile Asphalt Paving Group since October of
2013. A common theme among the management is industry experience in the road building and
development industry.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners

18%
75%
Source: Yahoo!
Finance

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder
Franklin Resources, Inc
Vanguard Group, Inc.
BlackRock Fund Advisors
Dimensional Fund Advisors LP
T. Rowe Price Associates
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Bank of Nova Scotia (BNS)
September 26, 2014
Jiajun Zhou

International Financials

The Bank of Nova Scotia (NYSE: BNS) is one of the leading Canadian banking groups. BNS provides its
services through four major segments: Canadian Banking (32% of FY2013 revenue), International
Banking (34%), Global Wealth & Insurance (19%), and Global Banking & Markets (17%). BNS obtains
its revenue from Canada (52%), United States (8%), Mexico (6%), Peru (5%), and other countries
including Chile, Brazil and China (29%). Across Canada, BNS serves over 7.6 million customers through
1,038 branches and 3,800 ATMs. By the end of Q2 FY14, BNS was the third largest bank in Canada by
market share of total assets, loans, and deposits. BNS is also Canada’s most international bank with 30%
of its loans outside of Canada. Internationally, the group serves over 13.9 million customers through over
3,000 branches and offices, 7,500 ABMs and other platforms in 55 countries. Founded in 1832, Bank of
Nova Scotia is headquartered in Toronto, Canada.
Price ($): (9/19/14)
Price Target ($):
52WK L-H ($):
M arket Cap (mil):
Float (mil):
Short Interest (%):
Avg. Daily Vol :
Dividend (C$):
Yield (%):

65.36
70.13
53.94 - 68.71
79,554.4
1,217.2
0.14%
346,102
2.52
3.6%

Beta
Cost of Equity
M -Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:
M -Term EPS Gr Rate Est:
Financial Leverage
ROA:
ROE:
Tier 1 Capital Ratio
Credit Provisions/Loans

0.94
9.86%
6.0%
5.5%
18.33
1.1%
20.6%
12.3%
0.33%

FY: Oct
Revenue (C$ M il)
% Growth
NIM (%)
Pretax M argin
EPS (Cal)
P/E (Cal)
BVPS
P/B

2013A
21,343.0
8.33%
1.77%
39.64%
4.70
13.91
30.62
2.13

2014E
23,477.3
10.00%
1.80%
39.00%
5.21
12.54
33.15
1.97

2015E
25,238.1
7.50%
1.80%
39.00%
5.78
11.31
35.61
1.84

Recommendation
Canadian banks over years have earned a reputation of high return on equity and lower vulnerability to
financial crisis. Experienced management teams, strong capital base, and a prosperous Canadian economy
are the background that Canadian banks share in common. BNS is among those banks with an 8%
revenue growth, a double-digit net income growth and diversified businesses. For Q3 FY14, BNS
reported adjusted diluted EPS of C$1.40, which is in line with estimates and equates to a 9% YoY
increase and a 1% QoQ increase. A dividend of C$0.66 per share for the next quarter was announced,
which was an increase of 3% as expected. Its ROE for the quarter of 20.6%, was also well above the peer
average of 17.1%. The Q3 FY14 capital adequacy result for BNS is also promising with CET 1 ratio of
10.9%, Tier 1 ratio of 12.3%, and Total Capital ratio of 14.1%. All three of these capital ratios increased
by at least 80 bps over Q2 FY14, showing an even stronger capital position to meet regulatory
requirement. BNS also earns support from a relatively strong Canadian economy. Household net worth
has increased by 36.1% since Q1 FY09, which is believed to be partially responsible for the rising
housing price. Despite of some opinions that the Canadian housing market is overheated, the Canada
Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) indicated that the current mortgage payment relative to
disposable income per worker, 34.9%, is only slightly above the historical average of 33.7% since 1990.
With its capable management committed to generating growing earnings, strong capital position to fulfill
regulatory requirement, and support from a stable domestic market, it is recommended that the AIM
International Equity Fund continue to hold the current position of BNS with a target price of $70.13,
providing an upside of 7.29%. BNS pays a dividend of C$2.52, yielding 3.6%.
Investment Thesis
 Well Managed Growth and Profitability. BNS has been actively managing its growth through
both organic routes and solid financial deals. Both revenues and net income have obtained a 3year CAGR of over 11% as the Canadian Banking and International Banking segments have
significantly expanded in earnings assets. By Q4 FY13, the Canadian Banking segment owned
more than C$272B with a 3-year CAGR of 13.8% and International Banking possessed over
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C$121B with a CAGR of 14.0%. With strength in earning assets, profit for both segments has
grown with a corresponding period CAGR of 17.5% and 12.15%, respectively. BNS achieved
this growth by expanding its business in residential mortgages and through acquisitions of other
firms. Since FY10, BNS has completed over 20 M&A deals and two more pending, with targets
in various industries including financial, consumer non-cyclical, and communication. These
acquisitions helped BNS enlarge its customer base into the consumer lending, credit card, as well
as corporate and investment banking market.
 Solid Capital Position. For Q4 FY13, BNS reported its CET 1 ratio of 9.1%, Tier 1 ratio of
11.1%, and Total Capital ratio of 13.5%. All three ratios were well above the Basel III
Framework requirement, of which the minimum requirements are 7.0%, 8.5%, and 10.5%,
respectively by January 2019. As OSFI required six largest Canadian banks to increase its
minimum capital ratio by 1% from the Basel III, the capital ratios of BNS still remained notably
higher than the regulatory need. Its capital adequacy has been maintained at a high level for years
as its domestic peers, and the management is committed to maintaining its solid capital base to
support its future growth.
 Strong Presence in Canada. BNS is the third largest bank in Canada. By Q2 FY14, BNS held
21.6% of the loans among top eight banks, and 21.0% of the deposits. Its advantage over the
fourth largest bank is over 6% on both loans and deposits. BNS is also actively pursuing
obtaining more market share through diversified platforms. In 2012, the bank completed the
acquisition of ING Bank of Canada from ING Groep NV, expanding its business into additional
1.8 million Canadian customers. BNS is expected to preserve its strong domestic presence and
increase its Canadian Banking segment profit by more than 7% YoY.
Valuation
To value BNS, a Discounted Dividend Model as well as P/B and P/E comparable approaches were used.
A DDM valuation was conducted with a Cost of Equity of 9.86% and a terminal growth rate of 2.5%,
resulting in an intrinsic value of $69.69. Additionally, a P/B multiple of 2.19x from a conservatively
weighted BNS historical and 4 peer average was applied against BNS 2014-2015 blended BVPS,
reaching an intrinsic value of $68.64. Applying a weighted historical and peer P/E multiple of 13.83x
against 2014E EPS of $5.21, an intrinsic value of $72.05 was established. Weighing three valuations
equally, a target price of $70.13 was established, representing a 7.29% upside.
Risks
 Market Risk. Unfavorable changes in the market price and volatility of foreign exchange rates
could have negative effects on the value of loans and securities that BNS holds. The bank’s profit
could face adverse impact should these risks occur.
 Credit Risk. BNS has exposures to various countries outside of North America. The bank’s
exposure to Europe amounted to $19.4B for FY13. Default or higher delinquency rate of loans
and other debt securities could have considerable effect on the profitability of the bank.
 Regulatory Risk. As BNS has businesses in 55 countries, where regulations may vary and
change. Implementation of new regulatory rules could substantially affect its operations and
earnings.
Management
President and CEO of BNS since 2012, Mr. Brian J. Porter first joined Scotiabank in 1981, where he
gradually progressed through senior positions in different divisions. Before he holds the current position,
Mr. Porter served as Chief Risk Officer from 2005 to 2008, as Group Head of Risk & Treasury from 2008
to 2010, and as Group Head of International Banking before 2012. Mr. Porter is also a member of the
Canadian Council of Chief Executives (CCCE). Mr. Sean D. McGuckin, current CFO and EVP, joined
BNS in 1991 and has been a member of The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario since 1988.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

0.10%
59.06%
Source: Bloomberg

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder

Shares

% Out

Royal Bank of Canada

98,189,202

8.07

Toronto-Dominion Bank

91,338,250

7.50

Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce

67,726,796

5.56

Bank of Montreal

63,893,955

5.25

IG Investment Management

27,379,418

2.25

Source: Bloomberg
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Geospace Technologies Corporation (GEOS)
September 26, 2014
Drew North

Domestic Energy

Geospace Technologies Corporation (NASDAQ: GEOS) designs and manufactures equipment used in the
acquisition and processing of seismic data for monitoring oil and gas reservoirs. GEOS markets its
seismic products (92% of FY14 revenues) primarily to the oil and gas E&P industry and also designs,
manufactures and distributes non-seismic equipment (8% of revenues). Seismic imaging technology is
used during the exploration, development, and production of oil and gas reserves to map hydrocarbon
formations and the surrounding geologic structures. The seismic products segment of GEOS consists of
Traditional Cable Products (22% of FY14 seismic revenues), Wireless Products (36%), and Reservoir
Products (42%). Geospace Technologies was incorporated 1994 and is headquartered in Houston, TX.
Price ($): (9/19/14)
Price Target ($):
52WK L-H ($):
M arket Cap (mil):
Float (mil):
Short Interest (%):
Avg. Daily Vol (mil):
Dividend ($):
Yield (%):

39.41
38.04
34.01-107.93
517.51
12.80
17.68%
0.23
-

Beta:
1.22
WACC
11.04%
M -Term Rev. Gr Rate Est: 7.40%
M -Term EPS Gr Rate Est: 5.78%
Debt/Equity:
0.00%
Debt/EBITDA (ttm):
0.00%
ROA:
15.49%
ROE:
17.31%

FY: September
Revenue (M il)
% Growth
Gross M argin
Operating M argin
EPS (Cal)
FCF/Share
P/E (Cal)
EV/EBITDA

2012A
$191.66
10.81%
42.82%
26.54%
$2.76
$1.03
22.35x
11.74x

2013A
$300.61
56.84%
46.49%
33.67%
$5.40
-$6.78
15.66x
9.58x

2014E
$251.91
-16.20%
43.00%
26.33%
$3.43
$1.60
12.77x
5.83x

2015E
$231.84
-7.96%
42.89%
26.21%
$3.10
$2.05
13.98x
5.52x

Recommendation
Over the past year Geospace Technologies has seen difficulties in the markets for seismic data equipment
due to slower than expected exploration activity. With WTI crude oil spot prices hitting a level around
$91/barrel, down 15% from one year ago, oil and gas E&P companies have been limiting their capital
expenditures. As the outlook on future oil prices remains bearish and U.S. production continues to flood
the market, the seismic data industry will likely see flat or declining growth over the next fiscal year.
Management stated in the most recent 10-Q that the demand for its products has been weak and will likely
continue to be vulnerable to downturns in the oil and gas industry. GEOS sells a majority of its products
to customers outside the United States (more than 70%) and has a manufacturing subsidiary in Russia
which provides almost $15M of products. If the political situation over the Russia/Ukraine conflict gets
worse, GEOS may not be able to import any of the manufactured products going forward. Despite GEOS’
industry leading wireless seismic data products and reservoir monitoring systems, demand has slowed
considerably over recent quarters which has led to GEOS’ underperformance relative to the seismic
industry. Since GEOS was added to the AIM Fund in April 2014, the stock price has seen significant
decline due to the lack of large contracts agreements as well as missed earnings (6 out of last 8 quarters).
As the industry may continue to see softness in demand for seismic data products because of limited
expected capital expenditures over the next fiscal year, it is recommended that Geospace Technologies be
sold from the AIM Equity Fund with a target price of $38.04, representing a 3.49% downside. GEOS
does not pay a dividend.
Investment Thesis
 Reliance on large contracts and lumpy sales. GEOS recognized more than $127M (47% of its
seismic product revenue) and $61.7M (27%) in FY 13 and FY14, respectively, on two large
contracts. As of 3Q14, the $170.1M contract with Statoil has been completed and no other
significant permanent reservoir monitor system contracts are in hand. Management has indicated
that they only expect to see minor amounts of future revenue from Statoil for services and
support. As the sales of its seismic products are forecasted by management to be flat or declining
and erratic quarter over quarter, GEOS is in a difficult position over the next fiscal year.
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Industry capital expenditures are a leading indicator for GEOS future revenues. The
uncertain yet bearish outlook of the future of oil prices due to oversupply and disruption between
Russia and Ukraine has slowed oil and gas industry exploration for the first half of 2014; and this
trend is predicted to extend into 2015. As oil and gas companies’ capital expenditures are a
leading indicator for the demand of GEOS’ products, even management is hesitant to say they see
revenue growth in the near future. Without large E&P companies spending millions of dollars to
expand to new oil reserves the demand for GEOS’ products is limited.
Another delay in $30M contract with Seafloor Geophysical Solutions. Historically, GEOS has
utilized short-term order backlogs which does not allow the company to accurately predict
varying cash flows quarter to quarter. GEOS relies on manufacturing “runs” because they wait for
orders on hand before manufacturing. This leaves the results of operations and cash flow of the
company exposed to contract cancelations and delays. Over the past fiscal year, GEOS’
approximately $30M contract with Seafloor has been delayed from Q2 to Q3, and now to Q4.

Valuation
In order to reach an intrinsic value for GEOS, a five year DCF model was constructed. Using a terminal
growth rate of 2.5%, WACC of 11.04%, short-term revenue growth rate of -8%, and a mid-term revenue
growth rate of 7%, the DCF model resulted in an intrinsic value of $35.51. A sensitivity analysis, using a
range of terminal growth from 1.5%-3.5% and the WACC ranging between 10.04%-12.04%, generated an
intrinsic value range of $29.13-$45.76. Additionally, a P/E multiple was conducted by evenly weighting
the industry comparables average P/E (ttm) of 15.42x and GEOS’ five-year historical average of 14.94x.
The combined 15.18x P/E multiple and a $3.10 2015E EPS resulted in a P/E multiple valuation of $47.
Finally, an EV/EBITDA multiple valuation was calculated using the comparables average of 5.36x and a
2015E EBITDA of $74.70M which resulted in a valuation of $34.13. By weighting the three valuation
models 50/25/25, a price target of $38.04 was reached, which yields a potential downside of 3.49%.
Risks
 Large contract from an E&P company or Seafloor contract no longer delayed. The biggest
risk to the bearish valuation of GEOS is the possibility of landing another large contract for one
of their seismic products, specifically their permanent reservoir monitoring systems (PRMs). In
2013, GEOS was able to grow their revenues by almost 57% due to two contracts with Statoil and
Shell. Additionally, the market has seemed to be pricing in the cancellation of the Seafloor
contract, so if the $30M contract materializes GEOS’ valuation could require new forecasts.
 Growing rental segment of revenues. As GEOS has seen difficulty selling their products, the
company has begun to report rental revenues and rental costs on their financials. Although the
amount of rental revenues was only $7.3M in 3Q14 (18% of revenue), if GEOS is able to
generate a recurring consumer base of rental revenues they may begin to see more consistent cash
flows.
 Expansion of manufacturing building and capacity. GEOS expanded a manufacturing plant
back in the spring of 2014 and is investing more capital in the upcoming fiscal year for a new
building that will range from $20M-$25M. If the additionally capacity allows GEOS to take on a
large amount of orders, ship products out on a more timely manner, or decrease prices, the
demand for their products could significantly increase.
Management
Walter R. Wheeler became President and CEO on January 1, 2014. He joined the company in 1997, has
served as COO and Executive VP. After stepping down from his role as President and CEO, Gary D.
Owens now serves as GEOS’ Chairman of the Board. Thomas T. McEntire has been the CFO since 1997
and has taken on the roles of Principal Accounting Officer, Treasurer, and VP since February 2009.
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Source: Bloomberg
Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

2.74%
>90%
Source: Bloomberg

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder
Brown Capital Management
Eagle Asset Management, Inc.
BlackRock
RS Investments
Vanguard Group, Inc.

Name
Geospace Technologies Corp.
ION Geophysical Corp.
Bolt Technology Corp.
Mitcham Industries Inc.
Petroleum Geo-Services
Dawson Geophysical Corp.
Peer Averages

Shares
% Out
1,677,098
12.77
1,610,212
12.26
1,122,277
8.55
997,667
7.60
860,321
6.55
Source: Thompson One
Peer Comparables
Ticker
Market Cap (mil)
GEOS
517.51
518.51
IO
190.92
BOLT
149.51
MIND
1,335.51
PGS
DWSN
178.86
474.66
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Market Cap (mil)
GEOS
517.51
518.51
IO
190.92
BOLT
149.51
MIND
1,335.51
PGS
DWSN
178.86
474.66
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P/E TTM
9.83x
17.99x
24.36x
9.5x
17.28x
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EV/EBITDA
5.80x
4.02x
9.18x
4.79x
3.34x
5.48x
5.36x
Source: Bloomberg
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Gerdau S.A. (GGB)
September 26, 2014
Wen Yang

International Materials

Gerdau S.A. (NYSE: GGB) is the largest long steel producer in the Americas and the second-largest
globally offering a production capacity of more than 25 million metric tons per year. For over 110 years
in the steel market there has not been a single yearly loss during Gerdau’s history. GGB operates in 14
countries through its four business segments: Brazil, North America, Latin America, and Special Steel.
Each segment accounts for 36%, 30%, 13%, and 21% of the firm’s total net sales. GGB mainly produces
crude steel products, such as billets, blooms and slabs, which are used in the civil construction,
industrial, and automotive sectors. It also invests in iron ore mining, coke production and scrap recycling
to capture the raw material market. The company was founded in 1901 and is based in Porto Alegre,
Brazil. Gerdau S.A. is a subsidiary of Metalurgica Gerdau S.A.

Recommendation
Gerdau S.A. operates in the highly cyclical steel industry. The company’s profitability is significantly
affected by macroeconomic changes in the global and domestic economies. This includes general trends
in the steel, construction and automotive industries. Due to steel products and iron ore being largely
undifferenciated commodities, the only way for Gerdau to maintain and enhance its competitive
advantage is developing sustainable low-cost products. Given Gerdau’s efficient operating model as well
as the low labor and raw material costs in Brazil, the firm has been able to produce at the lower half of the
industry cost curve. Recently, Gerdau reached a 100% self-sufficiency level in iron ore. A high degree of
vertical integration will allow the company to retain greater control over its raw material cost. Also,
Gerdau has become an expoter of seaborne iron ore with production expected to triple by 2016. Aside
from easily accessing iron ore, Gerdau’s Brazilian mills enjoy low transportation and energy costs. These
factors allow Gerdau’s Brazilian segment to enjoy lower per-unit operating costs than its peers and
generate impressive returns. However, the firm’s returns are diluted by the less profitable North American
and Latin American segments preventing GGB from becoming an absolute cost leader in the industry.
Looking forward, GGB will face challenges with both Brazilian and global economic growth as well as
overcapacity in the steel industry. For these reasons and an unfavorable valuation, it is recommended that
Gerdau S.A. be sold at a target price of $3.89, representing an downside potential of 27.37%. The
company offers a dividend yield of 1.50%.
Investment Thesis
 Blurry outlook on Brazilian Economy. With a decline of output in three of its last four quarters,
Brazil’s economy is in a recession. In Q1 and Q2 of 2014, Brazil’s GDP fell by 0.6% (an
anuualized contraction of 2.4%) and 0.2% (an anuualized contraction of 1.2%) respectively.
Slower growth in Brazil is already perceived in several economic sectors including, civil
construction, the manufacturing industry and agribusiness. In a report by Moody’s, the agency
lowered economic growth expectation of Brazil to a 1.3% real GDP growth in 2014 and 1.5% in
2015. Q2 was impacted by weaker steel demand in the Brazilian domestic market and lower
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exports from Brazil resulting in GGB’s net income to decrease by 2% and its product shipments
to decrease by 2.4% QoQ. In the Special Steel segment, the reduction of 7% in consolidated
EBITDA was due to a 22% decline YTD in Brazil’s heavy vehicle production.
The End of Iron Age. This year, the steel industry is facing a severe global overcapacity
problem. This decline in demand occurred sooner than expected resulting in the steel and raw
material markets tumbling into a bear market this year. The largest producers, including Rio
Tinto, expanded their low-cost outputs believing that higher volumes would offset falling prices
and drive out less competitive mines. Golman Sachs projected that iron ore prices will drop at
least 15% this year--with declining steel and iron ore prices likely to deteriorate GGB’s
competitive advantage. The lower raw material price would largely offset the impact of declining
steel price for non-integrated producers. Being entirely iron ore self-sufficient and having its iron
ore cost to remain unchanged, GGB’s margins would be further suppressed compared with its
peers.
Slowing down in China’s Economic Growth. Over the past few years growing steel
consumption in China has supported steel prices globally. China accounts for 46% of world steel
output and about 50% of world steel consumption. In Q1 and Q2 of 2014, China reported GDP
growth rates of 7.4% and 7.5%. Additionally, new-home prices dropped in almost every city
across China and home sales slumped by 11% in the first eight months of this year. Given these
factors and severe steel overcapacity in China (1/3 of the world steel overcapacity resides in
China), demand outlook for steel remains blurry in China and a challenging steel pricing
environment is presented globally.

Valuation
In order to reach an intrinsic value for GGB, a five year DCF model was conducted. Using a terminal
growth rate of 2.50% and a WACC of 12.74% resulted in a valuation of $2.18 per share; in addition,
2.50% was added as a country risk premium to Brazil. Additionally, P/E multiple was analyzed. Using
three industry competitors, an average P/E multiple of 24.19x was attached to a 2014 expected EPS of
$0.27 generating a value of $6.44 per share. By weighing the DCF model 60% and the P/E multiple 40%,
a price target of $3.89 per share was established. GGB has a dividend yield of 1.50%.
Risks
 Improvements in North America Segment. Unlike Brazil, the North American segment has
presented strong performance this year. In Q2 2014, EBITDA and shipments in the North
American segment increased by 7% and 14% QoQ. This was due to economic recovery in the
U.S., especially the improvement in non-residential construction. Going forward, this trend is
likely to continue and will present a substantial upside for GGB’s North American Segment.
 Political Uncertainties in Brazil. The negative GDP growth rate and high inflation have created
uncertainties in the upcoming presidential election in Brazil. Changes in interest rates and the
economic environment depend upon who will be elected as the President. Brazil’s political and
economic conditions along with government policies may negatively affect demand for GGB’s
products as well as its net sales and overall financial performance.
Management
Mr. Andre Johannpeter is the CEO of Gerdau. He studied General Business Administration at the
University of Toranto and Advanced Management at the Warton School—University of Pennylvania. He
has been an employee of Gerdau since 1980. Mr. Andre Pires is the Executive VP of Finance, Auditing
and Investor Relations of Gerdau. He worked in the capital markets for more than 20 years and served in
diverse institutions in Brazil and abroad.
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Patrick Industries, Inc. (PATK)
September 26, 2014
Mitchell Swirth

Domestic Industrials

Patrick Industries, Inc. (NASDAQ: PATK) manufactures and distributes building products for the
manufactured housing (MH), recreational vehicle (RV), furniture manufacturing, marine, automotive
aftermarket, and other industries. PATK operates in two segments: manufacturing (77% of 2013
revenues) and distribution (23% of 2013 revenues). The manufacturing segment includes decorative
vinyl and paper laminated panels, countertops, wrapped profile moldings, slide out trim and fascia,
cabinet doors and components, hardwood furniture, fiberglass bath fixtures, interior passage doors,
exterior graphics, and slot wall panels and components. The distribution segment supplies pre-finished
wall and ceiling panels, drywall and drywall finishing products, electronics, wiring, electrical, and
plumbing products, cement siding, interior passage doors, roofing products, laminate and ceramic
flooring, shower doors, furniture, fireplaces and surrounds, interior and exterior lighting products, and
other miscellaneous products. The company utilizes 11 manufacturing plants and eight distribution
facilities in 11 states. They were founded in 1959, and are headquartered in Elkhart, Indiana.
Price ($) (9/19/14):
$ 41.73
Price Target ($):
$ 49.54
52WK L-H ($):
$ 26.74-48.1
Market Cap (mil):
454.70
Shares Out (Mil)
10.60
Short Interest (%):
3.0
Avg. Vol (90 day)
65,480.0
Dividend ($):
N/A
Div. Yield:
N/A

Beta:
WACC
M-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est.
M-Term EPS Gr Rate Est.
Debt/Equity:
ROA:
ROE:

1.20
9.30%
16.2%
15.7%
105.0%
12.7%
31.7%

FY: Dec
Revenue ($Mil)
% Growth
Gross Margin
Operating Margin
EPS ($Cal)
FCF/Share
P/E (Cal)
EV/EBITDA

2013A
594.93
23.0%
15.30%
6.81%
$2.24
$0.96
13.13
7.71

2014E
731.77
17.0%
15.25%
6.50%
$2.93
$1.65
14.26
8.94

2015E
856.17
15.0%
15.50%
6.50%
$3.42
$2.96
12.21
7.36

Recommendation
Patrick Industries, Inc. was added to the AIM Equity Fund in September 2013 at a price of $28.45. The
stock has since appreciated nearly 32% while the Russell 2000 has only increased 6%. PATK is
positioned to continue to benefit as the end markets it serves continue to strengthen. The RV industry, in
particular, is beginning to improve, which aids PATK because this market has accounted for roughly 75%
of revenues year to date. Since 2010, RV wholesale unit shipments have increased 52%. In addition to
that increase, the Recreation Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA) revised its shipment projections from
340,000 to 350,000 units for 2014. PATK is in the heart of this growth as it is headquartered in IN where
83% of RV’s in the United States are built. The MH market has experienced growth lately as shipments
are estimated to increase by 3% in the 2nd quarter 2014 YoY. However, MH levels are currently at
historic lows, which possibly suggests future growth in the industry. Over time the MH segment has had
a direct relationship with single-family housing starts as unit shipments have average about 10% of
single-family starts over the past 10 years. Housing starts are at decade lows and there is a plethora of
pent up demand in single-family housing. When the housing market bounces back to pre-recession
levels, the MH should see a large boost in performance and improve PATK’s bottom-line further. Even
with inclement weather, 6% growth in single-family starts is expected in 2014 from 2013. Since 2010,
PATK has acquired 18 companies (the most recent in September 2014). In an industry that is poised to
rebound, PATK has remained a major player. Continued improvement in the broader economy and
consumer confidence will lead to more opportunities for PATK to continue growth. The most recent
conference board consumer confidence index has increased to 92.4, up from 90.3 in July. For these
reasons along with a favorable valuation, it is recommended that PATK be added to the AIM Equity Fund
with a price target of $49.54, representing a potential upside of 18.72%.
Investment Thesis
 Market growth of the RV segment. According to RVIA, in 2011 (which is the latest survey
completed) ownership of RVs were at all time highs at 8.5% of all US households, which is up
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from a previous high of 8.0% in 2005. The level of ownership has increased over the past five
years even through a handful of years in recession. Buyers between ages 35-54 have experienced
the largest ownership growth rates, rising to 11.2% in 2011 from 9.0% in 2005. Lastly,
consumers between the ages of 55 and 74 are projected to rise to 78 million by 2025, a 24%
increase from the level in 2012. By attracting several age groups, the RV industry has an
increased its level of customers, which directly benefits PATK.
Improvement of Housing Market. An improvement in the housing market would benefit
PATK in mutiple ways including their RV products and MH products. One way to judge the
improvement is the rise in housing prices. According to the FHFA, housing prices have increased
1.3% year to date and 6.2% in 2014Q2 YoY. One implication of rising home prices is the
wealth-effect. Home owners are more likely to purchase durable goods with more confidence,
which PATK will begin to realize.
Effective Acquistions. The recent recession took its toll on the RV and MH industries,
presenting a big opportunity for ongoing firms to capture market share. PATK has realized this
and has been actively acquiring firms. Their strategy when acquiring firms is to bring on firms
with sound management, high quality product lines, and a strong customer base. The firms they
have acquired since 2010 have costed $115MM and generated $273MM in annualized sales, not
including their most recent acquisition (PolyDyn3, a custom fabricator of simulated wood and
stone products for the RV market). It is encouraging that management has not only been actively
acquiring other companies, but also shown success doing it.

Valuation
In order to reach an intrinsic value for PATK, a five year discounted cash flow model was conducted.
Using a terminal growth rate of 2% and a WACC of 9.30%, a valuation of $47.51 resulted. A sensitivity
analysis on both the terminal growth rate and WACC yielded a range between $41.80 and $61.94.
Additionally, an EV/EBITDA multiple was performed in this anaylsis. An industry average EV/EBITDA
multiple of comparable firms yielded a multiple of 11.49x. Using this 11.49 multiple, a share price of
$51.57 resulted. By weighting the DCF model 50% and the EV/EBITDA multiple 50%, a price target of
$49.54 was established offering potential upside of 18.72%. PATK does not pay a dividend.
Risks
 Limited Customer Pool. Two customers in the RV market accounted for 57% of the
consolidated net sales in 2013. A loss of either of those two customers could lower net sales
considerably. The possibility exists because they participate in highly competitive markets,
however, these two customers have accounted for at least 50% of sales for the past three years so
a steady relationship has been established.
 Failure to Successfully Integrate Newly Acquired Businesses. From 2010-2014, the company
has acquired 18 different companies. Failure to integrate these companies properly would cause
unwarranted increases to debt, diversion of management resources, and possible corporate culture
conflicts, all of which would negatively affect finanical performance.
 Increased Levels of Inventory. PATK’s customers generally do not have long-term supply
contracts causing the company to estimate near term inventory levels. If market conditions
change, leading to a change in demand, margins could have negative effects due to poor
inventory maintenance.
Management
Todd M. Cleveland is the CEO, President, and a director of PATK; he has been in this role since 2009.
Mr. Cleveland has had over 18 years of experience in MH, RV and miscellaneous indsutrial experiences
in various operating capacities. Paul E. Hassler (former CEO of PATK) is currently the chairman of the
company and has had nearly 40 years of experience in the MH and RV field.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners

44%
31%
Source: Yahoo!
Finance

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder
Jeffrey L. Gendell
Royal Bank of Canada
Dimensional Fund Advisors LP
Neumeier Poma Investment Counsel LLC
Kennedy Capital Management, Inc.
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Shares
2,476,430
562,098
497,485
402,925
257,396

Fall 2014

% Out
23.4%
5.31%
4.7%
3.81%
2.43%
Source: Yahoo!
Finance
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Chris Swanson

Banco Latinoamericano de Comercio Exterior SA (BLX)
September 26, 2014
International Financials

Banco Latinoamericano de Comercio Exterior (NYSE:BLX), more commonly known as Bladex, is a
specialized supranational bank established by several central banks of Latin American and Caribbean
countries to promote trade finance in the Region. It provides foreign trade financing to commercial
banks, middle-market companies and corporations in the region. The bank does not provide retail
banking services to the general public. BLX operates in two segments, Commercial (97.2% of 1H14 Net
Income) and Treasury (2.8%). Bladex’s loan portfolio is concentrated in 5 countries representing 65% of
loans (Brazil, Colombia, Peru, Mexico, and Chile). Bladex has an equity structure that consists of 3
classes of shares: A (16.4%), B (6.5%), and E (77.1%). Only class E shares are public traded, while A
represents LatAm Central Banks and B represents Commercial Banks.

Recommendation
BLX is a fundamentally stable company that profits from being a major player in a niche industry. As a
foreign trade financer, BLX does not need to compete for market share in the highly competitive retail
banking sector. Instead, Bladex focuses on managing relationships with key players in the Latin
American foreign trade industry and winning those clients. A typical client for BLX is a financial
institution or corporation that needs short term funding to bridge the gap between when they import or
export goods and when they get paid for those goods. Since foreign trade financing is typically a short
term borrowing, interest margins are extremely low, driving away most other financial institutions from
lending. BLX’s business model involves making very short loans (~73% maturing within one year)
which allows them to keep their capital liquid and keep up with interest rate changes. Although BLX has
a relatively high Tier 1 Capital Ratio at 15.2%, this is a 120bps decrease from 1Q14 based on increased
loan demand. Management has indicated their goal for the capital ratio is 15%, meaning BLX may be
unable to fund all of their loan demand if demand stays high. In addition, growth in Latin America has
slowed to about a 2-2.5% GDP growth rate, lowering foreign trade growth to 6-10%, according to
management’s estimates. Based on slowing macroeconomic factors and a low interest margin industry, it
is recommended that the AIM International Equity Fund harvest its investment gains and sell BLX from
the portfolio.
Investment Thesis
 Management’s Consistent Failure to Deliver on Guidance. Recent financial performance has
management shifting focus to adjusted financial metrics. 2Q14 had management focused on
business net income, up 17% YoY, while actual net income decreased 5% YoY. A shift away
from net income actually available to shareholders could point to BLX masking an unfavorable
business trend. In addition, Bladex’s management consistently gives guidance that outstrips
actual performance. Management has indicated since 2008 that they are focusing on increasing
ROE to approximately 15% in the next few quarters, although historical ROE has typically been
about 11%. Management has also indicated that they are striving toward a NIM of 2%, although
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they have never been able to reach that in the past. Ongoing failure to capitalize on guidance will
likely hurt investor confidence in management’s ability to execute on business plans.
Decreasing Exposure to Financial Institutions. Over the past 5 years, loan portfolio exposure
to financial institutions has decreased from 46% to 33%. Loans to individual corporations and
middle market companies are increasing, boosting credit risk to individual industries and business
models. For example, BLX is heavily exposed to the oil & gas industry (27% of loan portfolio),
where low prices may squeeze exporters profit margins and their ability to repay their loans.
Allowance for loan losses has not grown accordingly, currently representing only 1.19% of loan
portfolio, and any economic downturn could severely affect Bladex’s ability to collect on its
loans.
Rising Interest Rates Frontload Demand. Historically low interest rates have tempted
borrowers to secure financing before interest rates rise. This has led to an increase in transactions
in 2014, with companies choosing low cost trade financing while putting excess capital to work
on more attractive projects. An increase in interest rates would likely end this trend, leaving only
the companies that truly need help financing seeking it. In addition, approximately 93% of
BLX’s equity owners are located in the United States. BLX’s stock price has appreciated as low
interest rates have left investors chasing yields. As interest rates are set to rise in mid-2015,
investors will leave BLX to return to more traditional fixed income securities.

Valuation
In order to find an intrinsic value for BLX, a 5 year discounted dividend model was performed. Using an
assumed cost of equity of 8.13% along with a perpetuity growth rate of 2.5%, an intrinsic value of $30.17
was calculated, representing a potential downside of 6.88%. A P/B analysis was also utilitzed, using a
weighted historical and peer mulitple average of 1.18x and a TTM BVPS of 23.18, a value of $27.35 was
obtained. After weighing both methodologies equally, a price target of $28.76 was found, representing a
considerable downside to its current price of 11.2%. BLX pays a quarterly dividend of $.35, with an
impressive 4.32% yield.
Risks
 Latin American Continued Growth. Although growth is slowing in the region, Latin America
has been one of the fastest growing economies in the world. If the region can get back to mid to
high single digit growth rates (6.24% in 2010), BLX could be in a position to capitalize on
increasing foreign trade.
 Successful Diversification of Business Plan. Bladex’s management has indicated that they want
to expand their financing offerings to clients, allowing them more profitability on exsisting
customers and a more attractive offering to prospective customers. Management has failed to
deliver on promises like this in the past, however, leading to the question of whether or not this
product diversification will ultimately be successful.
 High Dividend Growth Rates Going Forward. BLX’s annual dividend has more than doubled
in the last 5 years, with management commited to return capital to shareholders in the form of
dividends. If these dividend payouts continue to increase at a CAGR of 14%, substantial upside
in equity value remains.
Management
Rubens V. Amaral Jr. has served as Chief Executive Officer and Director of the Board since August 2012.
Prior to his appointment to CEO, Mr. Amaral was Chief Commerical Officer of Bladex since 2004. Mr.
Amaral has exstensive knowledge of Latin American banking, starting with Banco de Brasil in 1975. He
has a degree in Economics from the Brazilian Superior School of War.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners
7%
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners
21%
Source: Yahoo! Finance
Top 5 Shareholders
Holder
LSV Asset Management
Lee, Danner & Bass Inc.
Motley Fool Asset Management, LLC
Estabrook Capital Management
Beddow Capital Management
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% Out
1,614,756
5.52%
744,691
2.54%
473,335
1.62%
227,750
.78%
224,432
.77%
Source: Yahoo Finance
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Netgear Inc. (NTGR)
September 26, 2014
Rushi Shah

Domestic Information Technology

Netgear Inc. (NASDAQ: NTGR) provides networking products for consumers and businesses. NTGR
operates in three segments: Retail (33% of revenue), Commercial (23%), and Service Provider (44%).
The company supplies hardware and software products like routers, mobile hotspots, home video
monitoring devices, Ethernet switches, and WiFi range extenders. The company operates in three
geographic segments: Americas (56%), EMEA (30%), and APAC (14%). NTGR has many competitors
including Cisco, Asus, Belkin, and Linksys. Netgear Inc. was incorporated in 1996 and is headquartered
in San Jose, CA.

Recommendation
According to Cisco, by 2020, there will be 50 billion devices connected to 4G LTE. Netgear is trying to
position themselves in this marketplace with the best products possible. NTGR has historically had top of
the line, innovative products for all business segments. However, networking products are an extremely
difficult space to gain market share. Netgear has recently released the Nighthawk X6, a product that
includes three different WiFi bands with speeds up to 1.3Gbps. The product’s goal is to facilite future
smarthome devices and applications. Netgear has the first mobile hotspot in Australia that is provided
through other service providers. The company has also released a mobile hotspot product with a screen
that enables the user to be able to control data usage to help them connect from anywhere with 4G LTE
speeds. The company recently made an accretive acquisition of “Aircard” which was a segment of Sierra
Wireless. This acquisition was made to advance in the service provider segment. Netgear distributes to
many corporations around the world through 44,000 retail outlets including Walmart, Amazon, and
AT&T. In the 2Q14, every business and geographic segment revenue numbers declined because of
decreasing demand in products. Margins have also been trending downwards in recent years. Netgear
hopes to drive future revenue growth with their new products, as well as through their recent acquisitions;
however, this is an uphill battle that has many risks associated with it. Therefore, it is recommended to
sell the current stake in Netgear from the AIM Domestic Equity Fund because of the target price of
$33.35, representing a 1.54% upside. The firm does not pay a dividend.
Investment Thesis
 Decreasing margins slowing growth. From the period of 2011-2013, the gross margin has
decreased from 31% to 29%, while the operating margin has decreased from 11% to 7%.
Management believes that this was the result of the slowing of the service provider segment.
They hope that new products and acquisitions will alleviate the recent struggle for attaining
growth; however, without organic growth, this might prove to be difficult.
 Concerns over new products. Although Netgear has established itself in a market with strong
potential, their products do not appear innovative enough for them to succeed. Their newest
product, the Nighthawk X6 has many competitors that may result in loss of market share. Asus
has already made a router that has the same 500MHz Quantenna chipset, one of the features that
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make these routers much faster. If the Nighthawk does not succeed, growth rates will continue to
decline.
Trouble in Europe. One of the main reasons the second fiscal quarter had declining numbers
was because of diffculties in Europe, especially Germany. The European segment declined 6% in
2Q14. Patrick Lo, the firm’s CEO, stated that he would like to realign the sales channels to gain
market share in Germany again, but this may take time. Although Netgear hedges cash flow to
combat foreign exchange risk, 30% of the business is still in the European segment. If Netgear is
not able to fix growth issues, especially with a slow European economy, there may be trouble for
the last two quarters of fiscal 2014.

Valuation
The intrinsic value of NTGR was found using three different valuation methods. A 5-year DCF was
conducted using a WACC of 9.90% with a terminal growth rate of 2.50%. An intrinsic value of $32.95
was acheived. A sensitivity analysis on both the terminal growth rate (±0.5%) and WACC (±2%) was
conducted providing a range between $26.00 and $46.69. A P/E comparable valuation was conducted as
well. Competitors of Netgear were used to obtain a P/E multiple of 21.2x. Using this along with the
expected 2014 EPS of $1.31, an intrinsic value of $32.36 was obtained. For the EV/EBITDA valuation,
an average of 8.98x was found to result in an intrinsic value of $36.96. Weighing the DCF model at 50%,
and the P/E comparable along with the EV/EBITDA valuation at 25% each, a target price of $33.35 was
established. This represents a 1.54% upside and NTGR currently does not pay a dividend.
Risks
 Seasonality may bring growth. Historically, Q3 and Q4 have shown steady growth due to the
K-12 business, as well as high education students going back to school. Management believes
that this will be the case again for this coming quarter and are hopful they will sustain year over
year growth for 2014. However, for this to happen, Netgear would have to increase margins as
well as grow in all segments, which is unlikely.
 Netgear set up for the smart home market. Netgear plans to release numerous products to be
set for the Internet of Things market. They are especially targeting the smart home market with
routers that have the capabilities of having numerous devices connected to one router with fast
speeds. If the smart home market picks up in the next year, Netgear may have the product set to
attain market share quickly.
Management
Patrick Lo co-founded Netgear and is currently CEO. He started off working for Hewlett Packard for
many years before starting Netgear. He was also named the Ernst and Young National Technology
Entrepreneur of the Year Award in 2006. Christine Gorjanc serves as the Chief Financial Officer for
Netgear and has held the position since 2008. She has eight years of accounting experience before she
joined Netgear. Mark Merrill, who co-founded Netgear with Patrick Lo, serves as senior Vice President.
He is the head of the emerging technologies market, which may be a potential market that Netgear might
target more in the future.
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Main Street Capital (MAIN)
September 26, 2014
Austin Wilson

Financial Services

Main Street Capital Corporation (NYSE: MAIN) is a principal investment firm that provides long-term
debt and equity capital to lower middle market companies. MAIN’s portfolio investments are typically
made to support growth financings, management buyouts, recapitalizations, refinancings and acquisitions
of companies that operate in diverse industry sectors. Main Street additionally seeks to partner with
management teams, entrepreneurs, and business owners and generally provides "one-stop" financing
alternatives within its lower middle market portfolio. Main Street primarily invests in companies with
revenues of $10 - $150mm and EBITDA’s of $3 - $20mm. Main Street’s lower middle market portfolio
currently consists of debt and equity investments in 62 companies. The business development company
(BDC) has been able to increase its investments from $66mm in 2008 to $1.38b in 2013 through capital
appreciation and numerous equity offerings. Main Street Capital Corporation was founded in 2002 and is
based in Houston, Texas.

Recommendation
Since its founding in 2002, MAIN has generated income distributions of over $500mm in dividends while
also maintaining stable, long term capital appreciation. Currently, MAIN’s lower middle market (LMM)
portfolio consists of equity investments in over 60 companies that hold a fair value of $670mm. The
weighted average effective yield for the LMM portfolio was 10.12%, a notable decrease from last year’s
12.1%. MAIN made $23mm of investments in their LMM portfolio this year with notable investments
across the telecom and technology industries. Distributable net investment income (NII) in 2013 was up
24.41% YoY to $98.25 million or a $0.08 increase per share. However, because of additional equity
offerings through 2013 (4.98 million additional shares), the NII per-share growth remained just below
2%. NAV saw an increase to $21.83 per share up from $18.46 in the prior year after additional capital
offerings and unrealized appreciation in investments which consisted of $16.5mm. From these
investments and offerings, MAIN’s investment portfolio increased by 11.6% YoY to $1.38b. With limited
leverage (1.7x), a growing portfolio (11% YoY), strong credit quality, and a hefty dividend yield (7.36%),
Main Street Capital has proven to be a successful player in the BDC industry. Unfortunately, MAIN’s
current valuation already reflects the underlying strength of its business; therefore it is recommended that
MAIN be sold from AIM Equity Fund with a target price of $31; about 3% below its current price.
Investment Thesis
 Excessive Premium on Net Asset Value (NAV). MAIN is currently trading at a premium
(1.47x) to its trailing BVPS ($21.83) due to recent strong cash flows to the firm and the potential
for continued appreciation in their equity investments. Because MAIN can be loosely identified
as a portfolio of middle-market loans, this is a dramatic premium when many other BDC’s trade
around book value. Although an individual investor cannot build MAIN's portfolio of private
loans, the large premium puts the valuation in perspective, especially when peers like PSEC,
which offers a 13% yield, trade at a discount to NAV.
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 Diminishing Value Drivers. MAIN’s LMM portfolio holds the key to value creation because
MAIN owns, on average, 34% of the equity in 95% of their companies. Many of these LMM
companies have had the ability to pay back their loans to MAIN with ease recently (un-realized
appreciation of $11mm in MAIN’s portfolio in the most recent quarter). However, as borrowing
rates rise from historically low rates, many of MAIN’s investments will find it significantly
harder to finance MAIN’s loans which regularly require high rates (NIM: 10.12%) due to their
illiquid nature.
 Increasing Middle Market Competition. Currently, there are 42 publicly traded BDCs with a
combined market value of more than $30b competing in the LMM, compared to 2009, when the
combined market value was just under $5b five years ago, representing an average annualized
growth in excess of 40%. Approximately 90% of these BDCs focus solely on providing capital to
LMM companies owned by private-equity companies in the LMM. As more capital enters the
BDC market, returns on investments have started to and will decrease making other investment
opportunities more attractive.
Valuation
To find the intrinsic value of MAIN, an excess equity model was used, as well as a price to book multiple
and a dividend discount model. The excess equity approach used a cost of equity of 6.85% and a long
term growth rate of 3%, which resulted in an intrinsic value of $30.07. The 5-year average historic price
to book for MAIN was 1.16x with the market cap weighted average being 1.00x. Weighting the historic
average 60% and the market cap average at 40%, the P/B yielded an intrinsic value of $28.38. Using the
same cost of equity, the dividend discount model resulted in an intrinsic value of $38.27. Weighting these
valuations 40/40/20 respectively, the final estimated intrinsic value of MAIN is $31.03, which provides
an downside of 3.2%. MAIN paid a $2.03 dividend/share in 2013.
Risks
 Risk of Trading Below Net Asset Value. Considerable credit risk is present in BDC investment
portfolios which may impact net asset value (NAV) if credit spreads rise. BDCs make
investments which are usually privately held and thinly traded. They may not be able to sell these
investments at prices that reflect their Board’s value assessment, the value at which they are
carried, or their cost.
 Main Street may face increasing competition for investment opportunities. Main Street
competes for investments with other investment funds (including private equity funds, mezzanine
funds, BDCs, and SBICs), as well as traditional financial services companies such as commercial
banks and other sources of funding. Some of their competitors may have higher risk tolerances or
may have a lower cost of capital and access to funding sources that are not available to Main
Street.
Management
Vincent D. Foster has served as the Chairman of the Board of Directors and as the Chief Executive
Officer since 2007 and as the President since October 2012. Following his graduation from Michigan
State University, Mr. Foster, a C.P.A., had a 19-year career with Arthur Andersen, where he was a partner
from 1988-1997. Mr. Foster was the director of Andersen’s Corporate Finance and Mergers and
Acquisitions practice for the Southwest United States and specialized in working with companies
involved in consolidating their respective industries. From 1997, Mr. Foster co-founded and has acted as
co-managing partner and chief executive of several Main Street predecessor funds and entities, which are
now subsidiaries of Main Street. Mr. Foster received his J.D. from Wayne State University Law School
and also attended the University of Houston Law Center. Mr. Foster received the Ernst & Young
Entrepreneur of the Year 2008 Award in the financial services category.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:

9%

% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

26%

Source: Yahoo! Finance

Holder
Edelman Financial Group Inc

Top 5 Shareholders
Shares

% Out

1,253,717

2.79

UBS AG

936,534

2.09

Macquarie Group Limited

864,861

1.93

Price (T.Rowe) Associates Inc

768,559

1.71

Robeco Institutional Asset Management BV

518,766

1.16

Source: Yahoo! Finance

Company (Ticker)

Peer Table
Market Cap

Dividend (%)

P/B

198mm

11.13

.90

American Capital LTD

3.94b

0.00

.74

Ares Capital Corporation

5.14b

9.91

.99

Apollo Investment Corporation

2.02b

9.37

.98

Prospect Capital Corporation

3.47b

13.06

.96

MCG Capital Corporation

Source: Bloomberg
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Core Laboratories N.V. (CLB)
September 26, 2014
Blake Weir

International Energy

Core Laboratories N.V. (NYSE: CLB) is a provider of reservoir description, production enhancement and
reservoir management services to the oil and gas industry. These products and services are directed
toward enabling the Company’s clients to improve reservoir performance, and increase oil and gas
recovery from their producing fields with operations in Latin America (5%), Russia (5%), Asia Pacific
(8%), United States (47%), Europe (24%) and Canada (11%). Core Lab operates in three business
segments: reservoir description, production enhancement and reservoir management. Reservoir
Description encompasses the characterization of petroleum reservoir rock, fluid and gas samples. It
provides analytical and field services to characterize properties of crude oil and petroleum products to
the oil and gas industry. Production Enhancement includes products and services relating to reservoir
well completions, perforations, stimulations and production. Core Lab provides integrated services to
evaluate the effectiveness of well completions and to develop solutions for the oil recovery projects. Core
Laboratories N.V. was founded in 1936 and is headquartered in Amsterdam, Netherlands.
Price ($): (9/22/14)
152.48
Price Target ($):
130.01
52 WK H-L ($):
221.00-143.14
Market Cap (mil):
6,857.0
Float (mil):
43.7
Short Interest (%):
3.04%
Avg. Daily Vol (mil):
0.37
Dividend ($):
$0.50
Yield (%):
1.1%

Beta:
WACC
M-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:
M-Term EPS Gr Rate Est:
Debt/Equity
ROA:
ROE:
ROIC:

0.93
9.87%
4.84%
10.40%
163.5%
36.85%
149.14%
58.90%

FY: Dec. 31
Revenue (Mil)
% Growth
Gross Margin
Operating Margin
EPS (Cal)
FCF/Share
P/E (Cal)
EV/EBITDA

2013A
$1,074
9.42%
38.24%
31.06%
5.33
5.24
34.8x
23.9x

2014E
$1,115
3.91%
37.78%
31.89%
6.18
7.07
24.7x
15.4x

2015E
$1,196
7.20%
37.00%
32.12%
7.91
7.53
19.3x
14.3x

Recommendation
As a leading provider of proprietary and patented Reservoir Description, Production Enhancement, and
Reservoir Management services, Core has seen its share of recognition. Last year the company was added
to the Philadelphia Oil Services Sector Index (OSX), composed of fifteen of the leading oilfield service
companies. Core Laboratories enjoyed a banner year in 2013 by posting its most profitable year in the
long history of the company. The company’s loyal shareholders, some of which date back to the Initial
Public Offering in 1995, were rewarded with an increase of over 74% in the share price on the year. The
company delivers cutting-edge technology to the major unconventional tight-oil plays in the United
States. They had a total of 35,676 wells drilled in 2013, while maintaining a client base that does not
exceed 10% of revenues propelling them to a 73% CAGR since 2008. The company beat earnings by
$0.01 and missed revenues by $2.1M in Q2 of the current year, which came after a management cut
guidance twice in the quarter. The North American shale energy boom is nowhere near maturity and a
second wave of activity is just beginning. With precarious growth opportunities and a price target of
$130.01 representing a 12.92% downside, it is recommended that Core Laboratories N.V. be held in the
AIM International Equity Fund.
Investment Thesis
 Management Position. Recently, the CFO, Richard Bergmark purchased ≈$1,000,000 worth of
shares. He has held his current position as CFO and EVP since 1999 and has not made any other
open market purchases since 2008. In addition, management has stayed with the same three key
investment tenants: strict discipline for allocating capital for investment, maximizing return on
invested capital and returning excess capital to the shareholders disc, all of which have led to
industry-leading returns.
 Strict Fiscal Discipline. The company follows a regiment for allocating capital for investment in
growing the business. Over the past 30 years, the company has determined that an appropriate
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capital allocation for a business is equal to the annual depreciation. Only this year did they
increase the capital for high-return projects, generating a 24.5% revenue to free cash rate.
Distinctive Business Model. With no direct competitors, CLB stands as one of few companies
whose main function is to promote reservoir optimization and maximization of production from
existing wells. They pose vital to the oil and natural gas reservoir cycle. With their newly
introduced FlowProfiler and KODIAK-related technologies, the company will continue to
increase market penetration.

Valuation
In order to reach an intrinsic value for CLB, a five year discounted cash flow model was conducted.
Using a terminal growth rate of 3.86% and a WACC of 9.87%, the result was a valuation of $118.53.
Sensitivity analysis on both the terminal growth rate and WACC provided for a range between $84.57 and
$233.40. Additionally, an EV/EBITDA peer-to-company blend multiple comparison was also analyzed
using an industry average EV/EBITDA multiple of 18.7x and an estimated 2018 firm EBITDA of
$481.28 million, from which a value of $141.49 was obtained. By weighing the DCF and EV/EBITDA
multiple valuations equally, a price target of $130.01 was reached, representing a potential downside of
12.92%. CLB currently pays a dividend of $0.50.
Risks
 Future Downturns in Oilfield Service Business. The oil and gas industry is highly cyclical and
demand for the majority of the products are substantially dependent on the level of expenditures
by the industry for exploration, development and production on crude oil and natural gas reserves,
which are sensitive to oil and natural gas prices. Future downturns in the industry may have
adverse effects on the financial position of the company. Historically, economic downturn and
political events have resulted in lower demand for the services.
 Foreign Currency Exchange Rate Risk. Due to the nature of the business, a substantial amount
of revenue is derived from international operations, subjecting the company to risk related to
currency fluctuation. With no current holdings, or future indication of holding any forward
exchange rate contracts or other derivative instruments for hedging or speculative purpose, the
risk is even greater.
 Steep Production Declines. Unconventional shale wells have had a very steep decline rate,
because of this anomalie; large producers such as Kodiak Oil & Gas and Continental Resources
are drilling more wells just to maintain production rather than grow it.
Management
David Demshur is the current CEO, President and Chairman Of The Supervisory Board has been has held
the position 1994. Richard Bergmark has been the CFO since 2012 and been with the company since
1995.
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Owne rship
% of Shares Held by All Insider & 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

1.57%
100.00%
Source: Bloomberg

Top 5 Share holde rs
Holder
Brown Advisory Inc
Capital Group Companies Inc
Vanguard Group Inc
Earnest Partners LLC
Clearbridge Investments Inc

Shares
3,835,115
3,171,322
2,865,578
2,730,413
2,594,753

%Out
8.63%
7.14%
6.45%
6.15%
5.84%
Source: Bloomberg

Pe e r Group
Name
Baker Hughes Incorporated
Fmc Technologies
Superior Energy Services, Inc.
National Oilwell
CGG
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EV/EBITDA
8.4x
11.6x
10.3x
8.0x
19.8x
Source: Thomson One
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